Lake Lilyfairing well amid heat, humidity of summer

A true newshound

Everybody loves reading the Cape May and Wave, America's oldest weekly newspaper, including Winston, above, who wears spectacles so as not to miss a word.

By JACK FICHTER
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The staff at the Cape May Star and Wave has grown, but the mission remains the same — we are committed to providing you with the best news coverage possible.
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From ambulance squads, police

Strategist: Region’s Joint Insurance Fund financially stable

For consideration:

of $6.4 million of rescue

money" to cover. A total

$2.5 million loss in revenue

in the bank. The county re-

An uptick in cases in the

due to COVID-19.
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possibly additional money
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that I made those statements," Testa said.

I didn't exactly go out of your way

to wake up and get vaccinated.
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Two restaurants close for weekend following COVID tests

County to study area’s broadband access
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